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ABSTRACT 

For any elliptic curve E with complex multiplication by an order in K = QiV^), a 

point Q of infinite order on E, and any prime p with gcd{A£,p} = 1, {-d\p) — —1, 

we have that [p+1] Q = 0 (mod p) where Ae is the discriminant oiE,Ovs the point 

at infinity and calculations are done using the addition law for E. Any composite 

number p which satisfies these conditions for any rational point on any CM elliptic 

curve over Q with discriminant prime to p is called an elliptic Carmichael number. For 

our main result, we modify the techniques of Alford, Granville and Pomerance to show 

there exist infinitely many elliptic Carmichael numbers under the assumption that 

the smallest prime congruent to —1 modulo q is at most gexp[(logg)^~®]. (Note that 

this assumption is much weaker than current conjectures about the smallest prime in 

an arithmetic progression.) We modify the construction of Chemick to provide many 

examples of elliptic Carmichael numbers. We also show that elliptic Carmichael 

numbers are square&ee, and modify the techniques of Pomerance, Selfridge, and 

Wagstaff to prove that the number of elliptic Carmichael numbers up to x with 

exactly k factors is at most for large enough z. Finally, we prove there 

are no strong elliptic Carmichael numbers, an analogue of Lehmer's result about 

strong Carmichael numbers. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

la this thesis, we examine the following problem: Given a large odd integer iV, can 

we quickly determine if AT is a prime number or a composite number? This problem 

has occupied mathematicians for centuries; in the words of Gauss[Gau66, page 396]: 

The problem of distinguishing prime numbers &om composite numbers 

and of resolving the latter into their prime factors is known to be one of 

the most important and useful in arithmetic. It has engaged the industry 

and wisdom of ancient and modem geometers to such an extent that it 

would be superfluous to discuss the problem at length. Nevertheless we 

must confess that all methods that have been proposed thus far are either 

restricted to very special cases or are so laborious and prolix that even for 

numbers that do not exceed the limits of tables constructed by estimable 

men, i.e., for numbers that do not yield to artificial methods, they try 

the patience of even the practiced calculator. And these methods do not 

apply at all to larger numbers. 

Even more attention has been focused on this problem since the introduction of a 

cryptography system by Rivest, Shamir and Adleman (called the RS A cryptosystem) 

in 1978 [RSA78]. For the RSA cryptosystem to work, it must take significantly less 

time to find large prime numbers than to factor large numbers. We will discuss several 

methods that have been developed to determine if a number is composite, and will 

focus on one particular method that involves elliptic curves. 

A composittness test is a fast algorithm whose input is a large odd integer and 

whose output is either "composite" or "probable prime". An excellent example of a 

compositeness test is the Lucas-Fennat test. This test was devised by Edouard Lucas 
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around 1876 [Wil98] and a version of it works as follows. Let N denote the large 

odd integer to be tested. Compute 2^ (mod N). If 2^ ^ 2 (mod iV), then Fennat's 

Little Theorem says that N must be composite. If 2^^ H 2 (mod N), then N is 

"probably prime". This elegant test can be completed in O(logiV) steps, making 

it exceptionally fast. However, this test is not foolproof. For example 2^^ = 2 

(mod 341), but 341 = 11 • 31. Since the composite number 341 behaves like a prime 

number in this test, we call it a base 2 pseudoprime. 

It is important to know how many base 2 pseudoprimes exist. If almost every 

composite is a base 2 pseudoprime, it would not be worthwhile to rim the test at all. 

If there are finitely many base 2 pseudoprimes, we could easily prove the primality 

of a number. Unfortimately, there are infinitely many base 2 pseudoprimes, but the 

base 2 pseudoprimes are less numerous than primes. 

The Lucas-Fermat test can also be applied with other bases. An odd integer N 

is a base 3 probable prime if 3''^ = 3 (mod iV), a base 5 probable prime if 5^ = 5 

(mod iV), etc.. Questions naturally arise. Are there numbers that are both base 2 

pseudoprimes and base 3 pseudoprimes; that is, are there composite numbers N such 

that 2^ = 2 (mod N) and 3^ = 3 (mod iV)? More generally, are there numbers that 

are pseudoprimes for any base, i.e., composite numbers such that 

= a (mod N) (1.1) 

for any integer a? There are such numbers; the first is 561. 

Around 1910, R. D. Carmichael began an in-depth study of composite numbers 

that satisfy (1.1) for all integers a, and offered a way to construct such numbers 

(see [Carlo], [Carl2]). In [Carl2], Carmichael listed the composite numbers in Ta

ble 1.1 that satisfy (1.1) for all integers a, and in a footnote wrote "This list might 

be indefinitely extended". In honor of his work, composite numbers that satisfy (1.1) 

for all integers a are called Carmichael numbers. Let C(x) denote the number of 

Carmichael numbers up to x. 
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5-13-17 13-37- 241 
5-17-29 13-37- 97 
7-13-19 13-37- 61 
7-13-31 31 • 61 - 271 
7-19-67 31-61- 211 
7- 31-73 31 - 61 - 631 
13 - 61 • 397 37-73-109 

13-37 -73 - 457 

TABLE 1.1. Fifteen Carmichael Numbers 

The infinitude of Carmichael numbers was widely believed, however unproven, 

for over 80 years. Finally, in 1994, Red Alford, Andrew Granville and Carl Pomer-

ance [AGP94] proved there are infinitely many Carmichael numbers by showing for 

large enough x, C{x) > 

An elliptic curve is the set of solutions to an expression of the form 

+ Ac + B, A, B 6 Z, where = -16(4.4^ + 27B^) # 0, 

along with a "point at infinity". If p > 3 is a prime that does not divide A^, then, 

by slight abuse of notation, let £7(Fp) denote the set of solutions to this equation 

modulo p, along with the "point at infinity". Elliptic curves have been used to factor 

numbers (see [Len86] and [Len87]) and prove the primality of numbers (see [GK86] 

and [AM93}). In [GorST], Daniel Gordon developed compositeness tests using elliptic 

curves. This thesis will focus on these elliptic curve compositeness tests. 

Some elliptic curves possess a property which allows for a practical compositeness 

test that is very similar to, and just a constant factor slower than, the Lucas-Fermat 

test described above. If an elliptic curve E defined over Q has complex multiplication 

by an order in Q(-N/^), then the order of i?(Fp) is p + 1 for any prime p with 

gcd{3AB,p} = 1 and (—rf|p) = —1 . Let E be such an elliptic curve, and Q e E 

be a rational point of infinite order, K iV is an odd integer with (-ci|iV) = —1 and 

gcd{3A£, N} = 1, we can test N using Q€E. If [iST 4-1] • Q ^ O (mod N) (where 
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O denotes the point at infinity and calculations are done using the addition law of 

E) then iV is a composite number. If [JV +1] • Q = O (mod N) then iV is an "elliptic 

probable prime for Q € £". Any composite number which is an elliptic probable 

prime (oi Q E E is called an elliptic pseudoprime for Q eE. Gordon [Gor87] offered 

a heuristic argument suggesting the distribution of elliptic pseudoprimes is similar to 

the distribution of pseudoprimes. In Section 2.2.2 we discuss the upper bounds that 

have been found to the number of elliptic pseudoprimes by [Gor89], [MM89], [BM90], 

and [GP91]. 

As with the Lucas-Fermat test, we can ask if there are composite numbers that 

are declared to be elliptic probable primes by several different points on a curve, or 

even several different points on several different curves. Gordon [Gor89] defined an 

elliptic Carmichael number to be an elliptic pseudoprime for all rational points of 

infinite order on a given elliptic curve E. We will call such a nimiber an "elliptic 

Carmichael number for E" and use the term "elliptic Carmichael number" to denote 

an odd composite number N which passes 

(-rfliV) = -l and [JV + 1]-Q = 0 (mod iV) (1.2) 

for every rational point of infinite order on every CM elliptic curve ^/Q with dis

criminant prime to N. The smallest elliptic Carmichael number we have found thus 

far is 

90778775248094371954661554595508722399. 

In Chapter 4, we show how to construct many elliptic Carmichael numbers. In Sec

tion 5.4, we prove that elliptic Carmichael numbers are square&ee. 

Let T{x) denote the number of elliptic Carmichael numbers up to x. Li Chapter 3, 

we modify the methods of [AGP94] to give a conditional lower bound for the number 

of elliptic Carmichael numbers. The major modification occurs in the group theory 

argument of [AGP94]. We also force an additional congruence condition. The result, 
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under a suitable hypothesis and large enough x, is T(x) > This theorem implies 

there are infinitely many elliptic Carmichael numbers, assuming the smallest prime 

congruent to —1 modulo 9 is at most gexp[(logg)^~®]. Note this assumption is much 

weaker than conjectured bounds, recalled in Section 3.1.5. 

Let 7k(x) denote the number of elliptic Carmichael numbers up to x with exactly 

k prime factors. In Section 5.6, we show 7k(x) < A:(2fc-i)/(2*r)+e j-QJ. enough x. 

The Lucas-Fermat tests can be strengthened by exploiting the property of primes 

that if = l(modp) then a = ±l(modp). When N is composite, this property 

does not hold, for example, 4^ = 1 (mod 15). D. H. Lehmer [Leh76] showed that 

no composite number is declared a "probable prime" by all the strong Lucas-Fermat 

tests. 

Gordon [Gor87] introduced an analogous strong version of the elliptic composite-

ness tests. In Section 5.5, we show that no composite number is declared a "probable 

prime" by all the strong elliptic compositeness tests. 
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Chapter 2 

COMPOSITENESS TESTS 

When trying to find the prime factorization of a number, there are three distinct 

types of algorithms used: compositeness tests, factoring algorithms, and primality 

proving algorithms. A compositeness test either demonstrates a number is composite 

or suggests it is probably a prime. If you believe a number is composite, you may input 

it into a factoring algorithm, which is designed to reveal a nontrivial factor. If you 

believe a number is prime, you may input it into a primality proving algorithm, which 

can prove it prime (if it is so) and give a certificate to quickly verify the nimiber's 

primality. 

A compositeness test is based on a property that prime numbers satisfy. If iV is 

the number to be tested, we first see if N satisfies the property. If N satisfies the the 

property, it may be prime. However, if N does not satisfy the property, it must be 

composite. For a compositeness test to be useful, it must also be fast. The examples 

of compositeness tests discussed in the following sections are completed in O(logiV) 

steps, where N is the number to be tested. 

2.1 The Lucas-Fermat Test and Carmichael Numbers 

Fennat's Little Theorem states that whenever p is a prime and a is not a multiple of 

p, p divides — 1. Lucas used this result to define a compositeness test. 
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Lucas-Fermat Base a Compositeness Test 

Preliminaries Let N > a denote the odd number to be tested. 

Computational Step Compute a^~^(mod N): 

Ifa'^ ^ = l(mod N) Output: "Probable Prime". 

If ^ l(mod N) Output: "Composite". 

Fermat's Little Theorem assiires all primes not dividing a are declared "probable 

primes" by this test. However, some composite numbers are also declared base a 

probable primes; we will  call  such composite numbers base a pseudoprimes. Let Vix) 

denote the number of base 2 pseudoprimes up to x. Table 2.1 lists 'P{x) and ^{x) 

(the number of primes less than x) for x equal to the first thirteen powers of 10. As 

this table suggests, base 2 pseudoprimes are less numerous than primes. Currently 

the best bounds on V{x) are (see [PomSl], [Pom82] and [Pom89]) 

exp{(logx)®^''^°^} < P(x) < X • L{x)~^^'^,  for large enough x 

where L{x) = exp{loga:logloglogr/loglogx}. 

Carmichael Nmnbers 

A composite number N that passes the Lucas-Fermat base a test for all a coprime 

to iV is called a Carmichael number. Table 1.1 lists the examples R. D. Carmichael 

provided in his 1912 paper [Carl2]. Note that 561, the first Carmichael nimiber, is 

absent from this list. The composite 561 is mentioned in his paper [Carl2], but is 

rejected as a Carmichael number for some unknown reason. 

In 1899, Korselt [Kor99] noted the following property of Carmichael numbers: 

Theorem 2.1 (Korselt's Criterion). N divides — a for all integers a if and only 

if N is squarefree and p — 1 divides N —1 for dl primes p dividing N. 
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n P(10") 7r(10'») 

1 0 4 
2 0 25 
3 3 168 
4 22 1229 
5 78 9592 
6 245 78498 
7 750 664579 
8 2057 5761455 
9 5597 50847534 

10 14884 455052511 
11 38975 4118054813 
12 101629 37607912018 
13 264239 346065536839 

TABLE 2.1. Pseudoprimes vs. Primes: The entries in this table are from [PSW80] 
and unpublished work of Richard Pinch 

Proof. (•^) If p- l|iV — 1 for each prime p dividing N, then Fermat's Little Theorem 

implies pl(a^ - a) for each prime p|iV. Thus, N\{a^ - a). 

(=•) First note that if gcd{a, JV} = 1, then N\(a^ — a) is equivalent to = I 

(mod N). Suppose p*|iV for some prime p and k> 1. There exists an Op € (Z/p*Z)* 

such that H 1 (mod p*), but Op ^ 1 (mod p*) for any s with 1 < s < p. By the 

Chinese Remainder Theorem, there exists an a 6 (Z/NZ)* with a = Op (mod j^).  

Since p does not divide N — 1, ^ 1 (mod p*), so ^ 1 (mod N). Thus, 

Carmichael numbers must be square&ee. 

For each p[iV there exists gp 6 (Z/pZ)* such that = 1 (mod p) but ^ 1 

(mod p) for any s with 1 < s < p — 1. Again by the Chinese Remainder Theorem 

there exists an ^ € (Z/NZ)* such that 9 = gp (mod p) for each p|iV. In order for 

= I (mod p) for each p(iV, we must have (p — l)|(iV -1) for each pjiNT. • 

Let C(x) denote the number of Carmichael numbers up to x. In [AGP94] the 

authors use Korselt's Criterion to prove C{x) > for x large enough. In[PSW80], 
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the authors show that 

C{x) < for x-^oo. 

It is conjectured that this upper bound gives the true size of C(x) (see [PomSI] 

and [PSW80]). 

2.2 A Compositeness Test Using Elliptic Curves 

2.2.1 Elliptic Curves 

For this section, R will either be a field with char{R) ^ 2,3, or the ring lijN'L where 

N is coprime to 6. A triple (ar, y, z) 6 R? will be called primitive if there exists 

Oi, 02,03 6 i? such that aix + a^y 4- 032 = 1. The group of units R' acts on the set 

of primitive triples (x, y, z) 6 R? by u{x, y, z) = {ux, uy, uz). The set of orbits under 

this action is denoted by 1^{R), and called the projective plane overR. An orbit of 

(x, y,  z) is denoted by (x : y : z).  

An elliptic curve over is a pair of elements A,B eR for which A := -16(44^ + 

275^) 6 R*. These elements are to be thought of as the coefficients in the homoge

neous Weierstrass equation 

y^z = x^+Axz^ + Bz\ (2.1) 

We denote the elliptic curve (A, B) by Ea^ or simply by E. The j-invariant of 

E is 6912A^/(4-4^ + 27B^). If we multiply equation (2.1) by u®, for some u € R', 

and replace u^x by x and by y then we obtain the equation for e'a'.b' • y'' = 

x^ + A'xz^ -h B'z^, where A' = u*A and B' = Two such curves have the same 

j-invariant and are said to be isomorphic over R. 

Let £ be an elliptic curve over R. The set of points E{R) of E over R is defined 

by 

E{R) = {(x: y: z) 6 F(i2) :y^z — x^+ Axz^ + Bz'}. 
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The point (0 :1: 0) 6 E{R) is called the zero point of the curve, and denoted by 0~ 

Notice that if i2 is a field then this is the only element of E{R) whose z-coordinate is 

zero. The set E{R) forms a group with O acting as the identity element (see [Len86]). 

The projective plane can be decomposed into the affine plane and a projective 

line. This leads to a convenient expression of the set of points of an elliptic curve. If 

Risa. field, then 

E{R) = {(x, y) e R^ :y^ =x^ + Ax+ B} Li {O}. 

We will often call the points {(x, y) € i2^ : ^-Ax-k-B} the finite points, and G 

the point at infinity. If i? = Z/iVZ, then 

EiZ/NZ) = {(x, y) 6 (Z/iVZ)2 : y^ = x^ + ̂  + B}U 

{ { x : y : z ) e  ̂ { Z f N Z ) : z ^ (Z/iVZ)* and y^z =x^ + Ax^ + Bz^]. 

Let Ea.,b be an elliptic curve defined over Q. We wish to consider the reduction 

of Ea,b modulo a prime number. The elliptic curve Ea.,b is represented in such a 

way that the set of points of Ea,b reduced modulo 2 or 3 does not have the structiire 

we would like. However, our ultimate goal is a compositeness test, so in practice, 

it will not be necessary to reduce by 2 or 3. Let p be a prime that does not divide 

3 • Afi. By abuse of notation, we will let E{¥p) be the set of points of the elliptic curve 

Ea {mod p),b (modp) defined over Fp. There is a natural homomorphism rjp : E(Q) 

E{fp) given by 

VpiO) i-> 0 
f f  \ \  j  O  d i v i d e s  d e n o m i n a t o r  o f  x  o r  y ,  

Vp{[x^y)) I (j; (modp),y (modp)) otherwise. 

We will briefly describe how to add points on an elliptic curve defined over a field. 

Let P, Q ^ E, L the line connecting P and Q (tangent line to ^ at P if P = Q), 

and R the third point of intersection of L with E. Let U be the line connecting R 

and O, and be the third point of intersection of L' with E. Then P ® Q = R'. 
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FIGURE 2.1. Group Addition 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the addition law, and the following proposition gives explicit 

equations [Sil86, Section 3.2]. 

Proposition 2.2 (Group Law Algorithm). Let E be an elliptic curve given by an 

equation 

E : + Ax + B. 

Let Po = {xo,yo) 6 E. Then 

-Po = (xo, -yo). 

Now let Pi+P2 = Pz Pi = {xi, yi) € E. 

(a) I f  X i — X 2  a n d  y i  =  — y 2 ,  t h e n  

Pl + P2=0. 

(b) Otherwise, let 

Zx\ + A —X? + Axx + 2B A = —I V  =  i f X i  =  X 2  
2yi 2yi 

P3 = Pi+ P2 is given by 

x^ \ x^ X2 

y z  =  \ x z — u  
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When adding points on E{ZfN7i) for composite N, one has to be aware the point 

at infinity is not the only point with z 0 (Z/iVZ)*. Lenstra [Len86] gives a method 

that correctly adds points on 

An endomorphism of is a rational map tp :  E E such that (p{0) = O. The 

set of endomorphisms of an elliptic curve E, denoted by End(£'), forms a ring with 

the group law of E as addition and the composition of maps as mxiltiplication. 

An important example of an endomorphism of E is the multiplication by m map, 

(m 6 Z) [m]: £ -> E, defined by 

'  P © P © - - - © P  i f m > 0  

[m] • P t-> < 
(m tenns) 

0 if m =0 
—P © • • • © -P if m< 0. 

(-m terms) 

We are particularly interested in End(jE') when is a curve defined over Q. Most 

of the time, the multiplication by m maps will be the only endomorphisms of E (so 

End(£?) = Z). There will be times when End{E) is larger than Z. 

Example: Consider the elliptic curve 

E : — X. 

In addition to the multiplication by m maps for each m 6 Z, there is an endomor

phism: 

[i] :  {x,y) (-ar,iy). 

Note that [i] o [i](x,y) = [i](—x.fy) = (x, —y) so [i] o [i] = [-1]. In other words, the 

endomorphism [i] behaves as we would expect from i = We know End(£) = 

Z[yf^ and we say that E has complex multiplication. 

The ring of endomorphisms of £?(<Q) is either Z or an order in an imaginary 

quadratic field Q(V—rf) where d € {1,2,3,7,11,19,43,67,163}. In the latter case, E 

is said to have complex multiplication by or that £ is a CM curve. 
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For the compositeness test we are going to discuss, it will be important to know 

how many points there are in S(Fp). 

The finite points of £?(Fp) are solutions to 

y^ = x^-\-Ax + B (modp). 

View this as a quadratic equation in y, = c(r) (mod p), where c(x) =x^+Ax+B. 

There are p possible values for x, each yielding an equation 

= c(0) (mod p) 

J (2.2) 

= c{p — 1) (mod p). 

The values of c{x) are randomly distributed among the elements of Fp; as a result, we 

expect the total number of solutions to the equations (2.2) to be around p. Hence, 

we expect #£(Fp) to be around p + 1. A celebrated theorem of Hasse showed that 

#E(Fp) = p +1 — Op, where |ap| < 2^. We can do even better when E has complex 

multiplication. 

Example: Consider the same elliptic curve as above 

E  : y ^  =  x { x - l ) { x + l )  

with complex multiplication by Q(\/—T). Let p > 3 be a prime congruent to 3 modulo 

4, and consider the finite points of E(Fp). The values x = 0,1, —1 yield points (0,0), 

(1,0), (-1,0) on ^(Fp). Now we use the facts that the Jacobi symbol is multiplicative, 

x(x — l){x + l)=x^—x is an odd function, and (—Ijp) = -1 (since p = 3 (mod 4)). 

If xo € Fp\{0,l,-1}, either (x§ - xo|p) = 1 or (-xg +xo[p) = 1. Thus for each 

xo € Fp\{0,1,-1}, either £?(Fp) contains the points (xo,yo) and {xQ,—yQ) (where 

J/G = x^ — XO (mod p)) or £(Fp) contains the points (—XQ, yo) and (-XQ, —yo) (where 
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= —XQ +2O (mod p)). We see that there are 3 -I- 2 [(p - 3) 72] = p finite points on 

i?(Fp),and#£?(Fp)=p + l. 

Mote generally, Deuring [Deu57] proved the following result. 

Theorem 2.3. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q with complex multiplication 

by 

SE(F ) = { P Q(\/^) 
1p + 1~ tr{uir) p = irW splits in Q(\/—d) 

where u is some unit in Q(V —d) and tr denotes the trace. 

The structure of f'CFp) is also well known (see [Len86]). 

Proposition 2.4. 

E(JFp) = "Lfml, © 'Ljmn'L 

where m divides gcd{p — 1, #£^(Fp)}. 

2.2.2 Elliptic Curve Compositeness Test 

Let J? be an elliptic curve defined over Q with complex multiplication by Q(-v/^). 

If p is a prime that does not divide 3 • Af; and (—rf|p) = —1, then we can predict 

the order of the curve reduced modulo p; Theorem 2.3 states that #£'(Fp) = p +1. 

Gordon [Gor87| used this property to define a compositeness test. 
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Elliptic Curve Compositeness Test for Q E E 

Preliminaries Need E : ^ + Ax + B an elliptic curve with 
complex multiplication by Q(\/^); a point Q € J?(Q) of in£nite 
order (see Table 2.2 for examples). Let N > 163 denote the odd 
number prime to 3 to be tested. 

Step 1 Compute {^)'-

Go to step 2. 

Output: "Could not test". 

f f ( ^ ) = 0  Output: "Composite". 

Step 2 Compute [AT +1] • Q (mod N): 

I f [ N  +  l ] - Q  =  0  (modiV) Output: "Probable Prime". 

If[iV + l].g#0 (mod JV) Output: "Composite". 

A number which is declared a "probable prime" by the elliptic curve compositeness 

test for Q e E is called an elliptic probable prime for Q E E; a, composite elliptic 

probable prime for Q 6 £ is an elliptic pseudoprime for Q e E. Let Afix) denote the 

number of elliptic pseudoprimes up to z. 

Table 2.2 [Gor89] lists sample curves E with rational points Q of infinite order for 

each CM field with class number one, along with some elliptic pseudoprimes for each 

Q e E .  

Gordon [Gor89] showed M{x) is 0(xloglogx/log^x) assuming the Generalized 

Riemann Hypothesis. In [MM89], 1. Miyamoto and Ram Murty proved uncondition

ally that 

M{x) <x(loglogr)^/^/(logx)®''^. 

This was improved to 

Af(x) <tc xexp{—cv^logxloglogx} 
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K curve Q test for ell. pseudo. 
iot Q € E 

= x^ — 5x (5.10) JV = 3 (mod 4) 143 
1679 

779 
2327 

Q(N/^) = x^ — 120x 
-448 

(64,504) N = 5,7 (mod 8) 95 
527 

215 
893 

Q(V/33) y^ = x^ +3 (1,2) N = 2 (mod 3) 65 
299 

143 
671 

Q(v^) = x^ — 3500x 
-98000 

(84,448) N ^ D  (mod 7) 559 
1343 

923 
1763 

Q(V^) — 1056x 
+13552 

(33,121) N^D (mod 11) 899 
1469 

1349 
1799 

Q(V-19) y2 = - 2432x 
-46208 

(57,19) JV ^ • (mod 19) 14363 
15503 

15119 
32239 

Q(V^) y^ =x^ — 495360X 
-134193024 

(817,2537) N ^0 (mod 43) 545 
3509 

2435 
13319 

Q(N/^) = x3 _ 1179201 
-15585808 

(201,67) iV ^ • (mod 67) 2015 
2915 

2507 
5887 

Q(v^-163) y^z=x^ 

-34790720ar 
-78984748304 

(3400,548) iV ^ • (mod 163) 275 
935 

575 
1475 

TABLE 2.2. Sample Curves for Elliptic Curve Compositeness Test, and Elliptic Pseu-
doprimes for Q 
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for some constant c > 0, by R. Balasubramanian and Ram Mmty [BM90]. Gordon 

and Pomerance [GP91] showed 

Af{x) < 

where L(x) is defined above. For some special curves, Gordon [Gor89] showed the 

number of elliptic pseudoprimes for P € is at least v'logx/loglogx. 

Elliptic Carmichael Numbers 

If iV is an elliptic pseudoprime for each rational point of infinite order of E, then N 

is an elliptic Carmichael number for E. An elliptic Carmichael number for QiV^) 

is an elliptic Carmichael number for all elliptic curves E/Q with complex multipli

cation by Q(\/^) whose discriminant is prime to N. If iV is an elliptic Carmichael 

number for each d 6 {1,2,3,7,11,19,43,67,163} then we call N an elliptic 

Carmichael number. Table 2.3 lists some elliptic Carmichael numbers. 

The authors of [AGP94] use Korselt's criterion to prove there are infinitely many 

Carmichael numbers. We have a similar criterion for elliptic Carmichael numbers. 

Let JS/Q be an elliptic curve with complex multiplication by Q(V^), and let N be 

the product of an odd number of distinct primes pi,... ,Pk- Suppose gcd{iV,3A£;} = 

1 and {-d\pi) = —1 for each i , 1 <i < k. For any rational point Q £ E of infinite 

order, [p, +1] - Q = O (mod Pi) for each i. If we insist that for each i, pi + 1\N + 1, 

then we will have [AT +1] • Q = O (mod p,) for each i, which implies [iV +1] • Q = O 

(mod iV). 

Elliptic Carmichael Criterion for Q(>/^): Suppose the composite number 

AT = px • -pife is a product of an odd number of distinct primes. If {-d\pi) = —1 and 

(Pi +1) |(iV" +1) for all i, then N is an elliptic Carmichael number for Q(v'^). 

Consider the condition (—rf|iV) = —1. If rf = 1 or 2 then N = -1 (mod 8) 

satisfies this condition. For d = 3,7,11,19,43,67,163, we have (—<i|iV) = {N\d) 



Pi P2 P3 

2473305080399 4946610160799 7419915241199 

21814550809127 65443652427383 109072754045639 

80926542230687 242779626692063 404632711153439 

95205756894863 190411513789727 476028784474319 

115651745559503 231303491119007 346955236678511 

93540398140727 280621194422183 467701990703639 

142198553422463 284397106844927 710992767112319 

195292169148383 390584338296767 976460845741919 

306689829969599 613379659939199 920069489908799 

263555389367423 527110778734847 1317776946837119 

329444236709279 658888473418559 988332710127839 

355166609545439 710333219090879 1065499828636319 

274091669009927 822275007029783 1370458345049639 

390188609483903 780377218967807 1170565828451711 

287942177460167 863826532380503 1439710887300839 

415020592491119 830041184982239 1245061777473359 

TABLE 2.3. Elliptic Cannichael Numbers with Prime Factors pi, p2, pa 
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and since these rf's are all 3 modulo 4, {N\d) = —1 when N = —I (mod d). Let 

a = 8 • 3 * 7-11 • 19 • 43 • 67 -163. If iV = —1 (mod a), then N satisfies the condition 

(—d|iV) = —1 for all d listed above. 

Elliptic Carmichael Criterion: Let the composite number N =pi'--pk be a 

product of an odd number of distinct primes, and 

a = 16,488,700,536 = 3 • 7 • 8 • 11 • 19 • 43 - 67 -163. 

Ifpi = —l (mod a) and (pt +1)|(-^ + 1) for all i, then N is an elliptic Carmichael 

number. 

Remark. To ensure (—d|j>) = -1 for all d € {1,2,3,7,11,19,43,67,163}, we require 

p = —1 (mod a). The class -1 (mod a) is not the only congruence class with this 

property: P could be congruent to any one of 3 • 5 * 9 * 21 • 33 • 81 = 7,577,955 classes 

modulo a and have (—rf|p) = —1 for all d € {1,2,3,7,11,19,43,67,163}. We restrict 

the primes to the class —1 (mod a) in the above criterion because it is the most 

convenient congruence class to deal with. We should note that this restriction will 

not have detrimental effect on our main result. 
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Chapter 3 

THE INFINITUDE OF ELLIPTIC CARMICHAEL NUMBERS 

In [AGP94], the authors prove there are infinitely many Carmichael numbers by 

constructing infinitely many squarefiree composite numbers n such that p — \\n-I 

for all primes p dividing n. They also mention that being able to construct infinitely 

many squarefree composite numbers N such that p+ljiV+l for all primes p dividing 

N would have significance for the elliptic curve compositeness test. In this chapter, 

we modify the methods of [AGP94] to construct infinitely many squarefree composite 

numbers N such that p + l|iV + 1 for all primes p dividing N under a suitable 

h3i)othesis. This construction leads to a conditional lower bound on the number 

of elliptic Carmichael numbers. The main modification occurs in the crucial group 

theoretic argument of [AGP94]. We also need to modify some congruence conditions 

and force some divisibilities by a = 16,488,700,536. 

3.1 Preliminary Lemmas and Hypothesis 

3.1.1 Sketch of the Proof of Theorem 3.7 

In this section we present the lemmas and hypothesis necessary to prove Theo

rem 3.7. The proof involves constructing composite numbers that satisfy the elliptic 

Carmichael criterion (see page 29). For this chapter, a will be the number defined in 

the elliptic Carmichael criterion. 

We find many odd primes q where the prime factors of g — 1 are "small". We 

discuss finding many such primes in Section 3.1.3. Given the right notion of small, 

we will define 

Q = {g: g is an odd prime, prime factors of ? — 1 are "small"}. 
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and L = n,6<31-

Next we will consider integers that are u-power free, divisible by a, and prime to 

L. In Section 3.1.4, we demonstrate that at least one of these integers, which we will 

call k, has the additional property that there are many primes of the form lk — \ ,  

where I divides L. A key concept that allows us to find such an integer k will be 

introduced in Section 3.1.3. We will set 

V' = {Ik —\ : I divides L,lk — 1 a. prime not in Q}. 

Let p denote the least prime in the arithmetic progression —1 modulo Lk and set 

Li = nL(gcd{n, A:})". We want n = (p + l)/iLk) to be very small compared to Lk, 

and will use a hypothesis offered in Section 3.1.5. 

Finally, we will find a large number of nonempty subsets S CV with #«S even and 

= 1 (mod Li); each such subset S will yield an elliptic Carmichael number 

N = plljes®- Exactly how many such subsets S we can find will be discussed in 

Section 3.1.2. 

3.1.2 Group theory lemma 

For a finite group G, let n{G) denote the length of the longest sequence of (not 

necessarily distinct) elements of G for which no non-empty subsequence has product 

the identity. Van Emde Boas and Kruyswijk [vEBK69] and Meshulam [Mes90] each 

gave the result in the following theorem. For a simplified proof see [AGP94]. 

Theorem 3.1. If G is a finite abelian group and m is the maximal order of an 

element in G, then n(G) < m(l + log(lG|/m)). 

Let R denote a sequence of r elements of G, where r is significantly larger than 

n(G]. By the definition of n(G), we know there exists at least one subsequence of R 

that has product the identily. We are interested in knowing how many subsequences 

containing an even number of elements have product the identity. 
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We will use the following proposition from [AGP94]. 

Proposition 3.2. Let G be a finite abelian group and let r > t > n = n{G) be 
T T integers. Any sequence of r elements of G contains at least ( . )/( ) distinct sub-
u  T% 

sequences of length at most t and at least t — n, whose product is the identity. 

We will use the next proposition to prove the main theorem. 

Proposition 3.3. Let G be a finite abelian group and let t > n = n[G), r > t + n 
7* —- 7X T Ti 

be integers. Any sequence of r elements of G contains at least ( ^ )/( ^ ) 

distinct subsequences of even length at most t+n and at least t — n, whose product is 

the identity. 

Proof. Let R denote a sequence of r elements of G. By the above proposition, there 
T V are at least ( . )/( ) distinct subsequences of length at most t  and at least t - n  
V Tt 

whose product is the identity. Suppose all these subsequences are of even length. We 
.  ( r  — n ) '  ( r  — n - n ) !  r r . . .  r . . , r  —  n . , f r - n .  

Now consider the case that some of the above subsequences whose product is the 

identity are of odd length. Let V denote the smallest such sequence of odd length. 

Note that the length of V" is at most n; for if the length of V was more than n, we 

could find some proper subsequence V of V whose product would be the identity, 

hence F\V would also have product the identity. Either V or V\V must have an 

odd number of elements, contradicting the minimality of V. 

Let R! denote the subsequence of R obtained by removing V from R. There are 

at least r — n elements in this subsequence, and by the above proposition, there are 
7* ft 7* ft 

at least ( . )/( ) subsequences of R of length at most t and at least t — n 
Xt TV 

whose product is the identity. If there are any such sequences of odd length, adjust 

them by V to obtain a subsequence of R whose product is the identity. Thus there 
7* 7* Tt 

are at least ( . ) /( ) subsequences of R of even length at most t + n and 
u Tt 

at least t — n whose product is the identity. • 
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3.1.3 Preliminaries regarding the distribution of primes 

Define jr(x) to be the number of primes p <x, and 7r(x, y )  to be the number of primes 

p < z for which p — 1 is free of prime factors exceeding y. We would like to bound 

7r(ar, y) from below for at least some values of y. In particular, we would like to bound 

7r(i, z^~^) when 0 < £" < 1. Let £ C (0,1) denote the set of numbers E for which 

there exist numbers xi(E), 71(E) > 0 such that 

>7I(£;)7R(X) (3.1) 

for all X > xi{E). Erdos [Erd35] proved that S is nonempty and conjectured that 

£ is the open interval (0,1). Currently the best result known [Fri89] is that (0,1 — 

(2VI)-^) C £. 

Let n{y,d,a) be the number of primes up to y that belong to the arithmetic 

progression a mod d. The prime number theorem for arithmetic progressions states 

that whenever gcd{a, d} = 1, 

7r(y; d, a) ~ •K{y)/(p{d) for y 00, (3.2) 

where tp is Euler's totient function. We are interested in establishing a bound of the 

form 

for d in a wide range, such as 1 < d < y/c. The bound (3.3) will be easier to establish 

if we can disregard some set of 'exceptional'd in the range. For our purposes, the 

set of exceptional d must not depend on y. We do this by selecting the range for 

which (3.3) is to hold to be of the form 

[l,min{x^,y/a:^"®}] 

for some 0 < B < 1 with the exception of some d in a set V b { x ) .  Further we need a 

limit on the size of Vb(x). In [AGP94], we see how this can be done. 
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Theorem 3.4. Let B be the set of numbers 0 < B < I for which there are bounds 

X2{B) and D{B) such that: ifx > xziB), gcd(a,d} = 1, 

and I <d < then 

for all d not divisible by elements in a set V b { x); the set Vaix) has at most D { B )  

elements and all the elements ofVeix) exceed logx. We have (0,5/12) C B .  

3.1.4 Prachar's theorem revisited 

Prachar [Pra55] showed that there are mfinitely many integers m with more than 

2ciogm/iogiogm divisors of the form p - 1, p prime. In [AGP94], the authors modify 

Prachar's argument. The following is a slight modification of the result in [AGP94]. 

Theorem 3.4. Suppose that B is in the set B above, and a is the number defined in 

the criterion for elliptic Carmichael numbers. There exists a number Xi{B) such that 

if x>xz{B) and L is a squarefree integer relatively prime to a, not divisible by any 

prime exceeding and for which ^ , then there is a positive 
primes q\L ^ 

integer k < ax^'^, a\k, with gcd{k,L} = 1, such that 

2-Db-2 r 1 
: Ik — l< x,lk — 1 is prime} > — # vl-^ '• 1 < ̂  < — r -

log! I a } 

Proof. For each d 6 T^Bix) which divides L, we divide some prime factor of d out 

from L, so as to obtain a number U which is not divisible by any number in Vaix), 

Thus > cj(L) — Db, where uj{m) is the number of distinct prime factors of m, 

and 

#{/!£' :l<l<y}> :l<l<y} (3.4) 

for any y > 1. To see this, think of a divisor I' of U as corresponding to a divisor I of 

L if and only if I' divides I and l/l' divides L/L', So if i < y then the corresponding 
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I' is < y. Moreover, for any divisor I' of L', the number of divisors I of L which 

correspond to I' is at most the number of divisors of LfL', which is at most 2^®. 

From (3.3) we see that, for each divisor I of L' with 1 < ^ < ^, we have 

i-B 1 \ 7r(ate^~®) . . 
7r(a X ,a, )_ 2^(0-/) ~ 2(p{pil)\og{Q.lx^-^) ~ 2(p{al)\ogx' 

since 7r(y) > y/ logy for all y > 17 (see [RS62]). Furthermore, since any prime factor 

g of L is at most (by hypothesis), we can use Montgomery and Vaughan's 

explicit version of the Brun-Titchmarsh theorem [MV73|, to get 

2alx^~^ ^ 4 alx^~^ 
7r(a/x^ < 

tp{alq) log{x^-^/q) ^(g)(l - B) ipial) logx 
8 alx^-^ 

9(1 — B) (p{al)\o%x' 

Therefore, by (3.5), the number of primes p < odx^~^ with p = — 1 (mod I), 

gcd{(p+ \)/l,L} = 1 and a|(p + l)/Z is at least 

7r(o!te^~^;aZ, —1) — ^ Tt{odx^~^',alqy—\)> 
primes q\L 

l-B -1-B 8 1 1 oclx^ ® ^ 
E i 

prunes 

Thus we have at least 

#  I^IL ' :  1  <  /  <  4 logx 

pairs (p,Z) where p < alx^~^ is prime, p = —1 (mod I), gcd{(p + l)/l,L} = 1, 

a|(p + 1)//, l\L', and 1 < / < ^. Each such pair {p,l) corresponds to an integer 

(p+1)// < ax^~^ that is divisible by a and coprime to L. Thus there is at least one 

integer k < ax^~^ with a\k and gcd{Ar, L} = 1 such that k has at least 
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representations as (p + 1)/Z with (p, /) as above. Thus for this integer k we have 

#{Z1L : l k  — I  < x , I k  — l i s  prime} > -7^—# / l\L' :l<l < —1 
41ogx a J 

and the theorem now follows from (3.4). • 

Theorem 3.5. Let B he in the set B above, E be in the set S above, L as in Theo

rem 3.4 above, a the number defined in the criterion for elliptic Carmichael numbers, 

and e > 0. Set 5 = 6/(45(1 — E)), and x = exp(y^"'"*^). For y large enough, there is 

a positive y^^Hh power free integer k < ax^~^, a\k, with {k,L) = 1, such that 

2—Db—3 ( 1 
#{Z|X :lk — l<x,lk~l is prime} > # \l\L:l<l < — > .  

logx a ) 

Proof. Let L' be as in the proof of Theorem 3.4. Prom the proof of Theorem 3.4, we 

have at least 

pairs {p,l) where p < alx^~^ is prime, p = —1 (mod I), gcd{(p + l ) / l , L }  =  1, 

a|(p + I)/I, l\L', and 1 < / < ^. Each such pair (p,Z) corresponds to an integer 

{p + 1)/I < ax^~^ that is divisible by or and coprime to L. 

Next we will estimate the number of multiples of a less than ax^~^ which are not 

y^^Hh. power free. If divides a • r, then divides r. There are 

numbers less than x^~^ that are divisible by Thus there are at most 

primes ^ 

< x^-4 ^ 1 
\2y'^*-i ^ {yS/A _ 4) (2//^-4) 

3.1-B ^\~B ^ ^l-B 

— — I6yi+^ ISlogx 

multiples of a  less than q x^~^ which are not y'^^^th power free. Each of these multiples 

of a corresponds to at most i^{l\L': 1 < Z < pairs (p, I), so there are 
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pairs {p,l) such that p < alx^~^ is prime, p = —1 (mod I), gcd{(p +1)/^!'} = 1, 

a\ (p  +1) / / ,  (p  +1) / I  i s  power  f ree ,  l \L \  and  l< l  <^ .  

Thus there is at least one y'^/^th power free integer k < ax^~^ with a|A:, 

gcd{A:, L} = 1, such that k has at least 

representations as (p + l)/i with (p, /) as above. Thus for this integer k we have 

3.1.5 Least prime in an arithmetic progression 

For coprime integers a and q, q> 0, we define p(q, a) to be the least prime p that is 

greater than q and congruent to a mod q. Let 

p(g) = max{p(g, a ) :  1 < a < g - 1, gcd{a, ?} = !}. 

Linnik [Lin44] showed that there exists an absolute constant c for which p{q) q^, 

and Heath-Brown [HB92] demonstrated that the c is at most 11/2. Titchmarsh [TitSO] 

showed, under the assumption of the Extended Riemann hypothesis, that p{q) ^ 

5^(logg)^. Uchiyama [Uch72] proved that if A > 3 is a real number and Q <£ < A-3, 

then for almost all positive integers q 

except for possibly (p(g) • (log values of a with (o,g) = 1,1 < a < g. Erdos [Erd49] 

proved that if ci > 0 is any constant, then there exists a constant cj depending on ci 

such that for C2'p{q) values of a 

and the theorem now follows from (3.4). • 

p(g,a) <¥'(g)log^(g) 

p(g,a) <Ci95(g)logg. 
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Granville [Gra89] showed that the density of integers 9 > 0 for which p{q, a) < qfiq) 

i s  o n e  p r o v i d e d  f { q )  >  

Heath-Brown [HB78] conjectured that p{q) 9(logg)^, and Wagstaff [Wag79] 

gave heuristic arguments which support this; more precisely, McCurley noted that an 

adaptation of his heuristic arguments in [McC86] suggests that 

P(g) _ g 
9-»oo0(g) log^g 

(see also [MSC95, pages 278-280] and [BS96]). 

We will use the following hypothesis, which is much weaker than the above con

jecture. 

Hypothesis 3.6b. for q large enough 

P(.q, -1) < 9[exp{(logg)^-^}], 

where E €£ and B was defined in Section 3.1.3. 

3.2 Lower Bound for Elliptic Carmichael Numbers 

Let T(x) denote the nimiber of elliptic Carmichael numbers up to x. 

Theorem 3.7. If Hypothesis 3.6B holds, then for each B £ B and rj > Q, there is a 

number Xi{E,B,T}), such that whenever x> x^{E,B,ri), we have T{x) > 

Remark. It is known that S contains (0,1 —(2v^~^). Taking E dose to l—{2y/e)~^ 

gives a large lower bound, T(x) > xf, for large enough x. However, any value of 

E € (0,1—(2v^~^) is enough to give infinitely many elliptic Carmichael numbers. In 

particular, there exist infinitely many elliptic Carmichael numbers under the condition 

that piq, -1) < q[exp{(logq)^-^}J. 

Proof. Let E € S, B e B, e > 0. We may assume e < BB. Set = — E)~^ and 

let y > 2 be a parameter to be made sufficiently large eventually. Denote by Q the 
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set of primes q E (y®/logy,y®] for which g - 1 is free of prime factors exceeding y. 

By (3.1) and the Prime Number Theorem, 

= -7i(.g) ^ f — . 
logy® 2 logy® \^iiE) {d log y - log logy) J 

Since 4^[7i(£?)(d logy — log log y)]"^ < 1 for large enough y, we have 

121 ^ 

for all sufficiently large y. 

Let L be the product of the primes q G Q- Then 

^ ^ ^ - logM2/®)-loglog(i^)+0(l/[log(5^)]) 
prim«,|i 5^W 

5 log(j^)+0(l/[log(4)l) S 2!^ < i^(3.7) 

for sufficiently large y. 

Let 6 = ed/{4B) and let x = By (3.7) we may apply Theorem 3.5 with 

J5, E, x ,  L, S. Thus for all sufficiently large values of y, there is a y^^Hh powerfree 

positive integer k < ax^~^ coprime to L, divisible by a = 16,488,700,536 = 3 • 7 • 

8 • 11 • 19 • 43' 67 • 163, for which the set V of primes p<x with p = Zfc - 1 for some 

divisor I of L, satisfies 

9-^8-3 ( 3^ 1 

Since the prime factors of L are all less than y®, the product of any 

. . .  L_  rS logx- log(Q) '  
" - = [ Slogy . 

distinct prime factors of L, is a divisor I otL with f < ^. Thus 

#{ ; | I : l< i<^}>( ' 'W)>( i^ )"  (3 .9)  
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where u}{L) denotes the number of distinct prime factors of L. By (3.6) we get 

which with (3.8) and (3.9) gives 

- logx \ 2B ^ J 
r Florr-IoKfo'^/^)! 

logx 

2-DB-3 

logx 
X Nl-e/27] 

lB-l-S)[B/9] 

Y X \l-«/27l 

Ka^/BJ  J  

for large enough y. Note that ( 6  —  1  —  5 ) B f d  =  E B  —  e/4, so 

9—Db—3 po ,/A n—Da—S 
\V\ > > £ ^B-7e/24 > ̂ EB-e/3 

logz ^ ' logx 
(3.10) 

for all sufficiently large values of y. 

By Hypothesis 3.6^, there exists n < exp[(log(fcL))^~^] such that p — nLk -1 is 

prime. By the Prime Number Theorem 

logL < 1Q| log(2/®) < 7r(y®) log(y®) < 2/, (3.11) 

for all large y. Since k < cxx^'^, 

logk < log a + (1 — B) logx < loga + (1 — B)y^'^^ < y® 

Thus 

n < exp[(3y®)^ < e®" (3.12) 

for large enough y. Now A(L) is the least common multiple of the numbers g — 1 for 

those primes q that divide L. Since each such 9 — 1 is free of prime factors exceeding 

y, we know that if the prime power p® divides \{L) then p < y and p® < y® (since p® 
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divides one of 5 — 1 < j/®). Thus if we let p"" be the largest power of p with p"'' < y®, 

then by the Prime Number Theorem 

p<y p<y 

for all large y. 

Let Li = nL • (gcd{n, and let G be the group {^fLiLy. We conclude from 

Theorem 3.1, (3.11), (3.12), and (3.13) that 

n[G) < n»'"+^A(L)(l+log¥j(Ii)) 

< + + (3.14) 

for all large y. 

Set V =-'P\{Q\J {prime factors of n}). Since \Q\ < y®, and n < we have by 

(3.10) that 

\V'\ > (3 15) 

for all sufficiently large values of y. 

We may view V as a, subset of the group 0 = {Z/LiZy by considering the residue 

class of each p^V modulo Li. If 5 is a nonempty subset of V, denote the product 

of the elements of S by 11(5). We claim that if 5 contains an even number of elements 

and if 11(5) is congruent to 1 modulo Li then pll(5) satisfies the elliptic Carmichael 

criterion, making it an elliptic Carmichael number. 

Every member of V is congruent to —1 modulo k, so 11(5) = 1 (mod k). The 

product n(5) is also congruent to 1 modulo Li, where Li = nL{gcd{n,k}y'^*, Since 

k is y^^Hh. power-free, 11(5) = 1 (mod nLk). The prime p is equal to nLk — 1 which 

implies both 

N = pn(5) = —1 (mod nLk), (3.16) 
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and p + l\N +1. All piimes p € "P' have the form p = lk — lfot some l\L', therefore 

p 4- l\kL, and by (3.16), p + l|iV + 1. Thus N = pll{S) is a squarefiree nxmiber 

with p + 1\N +1 for all primes p that divide N. Since a|fc, each prime that divides 

N is congruent to —1 modulo a. As a result, the composite N satisfies the elliptic 

Carmichael criterion. 

Let t = Then, by Proposition 3.3, we see that the number of distinct 

products n(5) = 1 (mod Li), where S (ZV has an even nimiber of elements, and 

1«S| < f + n(G), is at least 

m-niG)\ \  K WV'\-n{G)\ \  I j 
w ) l \  < G )  ; -op ' i_n(Gr^^  

By (3.14) and (3.15) we get 

Note that for large enough y, 

t = „(G) < («•*«•) ./8 = te/8. 

Thus 

for all suflSciently large values of y. 

We know each p € P is less than or equal to x, and 

p < nLk < OLX^~^ < 

by (3.11) and (3.12). So each elliptic Carmichael number pn(5) so formed is such 
BB 

that pn(5) < < I'Ci+e). Thus for X  = we have T { X )  >  >  

XBB-ri JQJ. JJJ sufficiently large y. But X — exp((l + exp{y^'^^^^)), so that 

T{X) > for all sufficiently large values of A". Since y can be uniquely 

determined from X, this completes the proof. • 
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Chapter 4 

CONSTRUCTING ELLIPTIC CARMICHAEL NUMBERS 

In 1939, Chemick [Che39] provided a method of constructing Carmichael numbers 

(also see [Ore48]) using Korselt's criterion (see page 17). We shall provide the ana

logue for constructing elliptic Carmichael number using the elliptic Carmichael crite

rion (see page 29). 

Remark. This construction allows for many examples of elliptic Carmichael numbers. 

However, since we require each prime which divides an elliptic Carmichael number to 

be congruent to -1 modulo a (an 11-digit number), the examples are quite large. If 

we allow the primes p to be in any of the 7,577,955 congruence classes modulo a that 

give (-d|p) = -1 for all d € {1,2,3,7,11,19,43,67,163}, then we could certainly 

find much smaller examples. 

4.1 N =Pi'P2'Pz 

Proposition 4.1. If 

N  = PiP2P3 (where the Pi are prime) (4.1) 

satisfies the Elliptic Carmichael Criterion, then any two of the three numbers 

Pi +1> P2 + IJ P3 +1 (4-2) 

have the same greatest common divisor. 

Proof. It sufficies to show that the greatest common divisor of any pair of the num

bers in (4.2), for instance 

(i = gcd{pi-Kl,p2-l-l} 
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divides the two others, namely, 

gcd{pi +1, p3 +1}, gcd{p2 +1, P3 +1} 

or, equivalently, that d divides Ps +1. But from the definition of d, it follows that 

Pi = —1 (mod d), p2 = —1 (mod d) 

so that according to the elliptic Carmichael criterion and (4.1) 

^ = P1P2P3 = P3 = -1 (mod d) 

as required. • 

We use the proposition to write 

pi +1 = dri, P2 +1 = dr2, Ps +1 = drz 

or 

Pi = dfi -1, p2 = dT2 -1, Pa = drs - 1 (4.3) 

where the numbers ri, r2, ra are relatively prime in pairs. This yields 

lcm{pi + 1,P2 + 1,P3 +1} = tirirara 

and the elliptic Carmichael criterion takes the form 

N = PiP2P3 = —1 (mod drxT2ri). 

Here we substitute the values (4.3) and expand the left-hand product to obtain 

SriT^Tz — d^{rir2 + nra + rars) + d(ri + r2 + ra) — 1 = —1 (mod rfrirara). 

This reduces first to 

—<^(rir2 + rira + rara) + d(ri + rz + ra) = 0 (mod rfnrara) 
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and then again to 

ri 4- r2 + r3 = diriT^ + nrs + T2T^) (mod rxTiTz). (4.4) 

To construct elliptic Carmichael numbers from this condition we proceed as fol

lows. Three positive numbers ri, r2, and ra, relatively prime in pairs, are selected 

such that 

(a — l)(ri + r2 + ra) = 0 (mod T-ir2r3), (4.5) 

where a is defined in the elliptic Carmichael criterion. The suitable values for d 

corresponding to them are solutions of the linear congruence (4.4) that are divisible 

by a. Clearly the coefficient of d is relatively prime to the modulus so that there 

exists a unique smallest positive solution t/oi ^d the corresponding general solution 

to (4.4) becomes 

dg  =  do+ t r iTzTi  (4 .6 )  

If d satisfies (4.4), then by (4.5), a • d also satisfies (4.4). Since we assume that d is 

positive, t must be nonnegative. When the value a • is substituted in (4.3) for d, 

we find 

Pi = —1 + a{rido + trlriTi) 

P2 = —l+airido+trirlri) t = 0,1,2,... (4.7) 

P3 = -l + a{r3do+trir2rl) 

To make the product of these numbers an elliptic Carmichael number, only one 

condition remains to be fulfilled; they must all be primes. When the successive values 

of t are introduced and the resulting three numbers checked for primality, it is usually 

possible to derive a large set of numbers satisfying the elliptic Carmichael criterion. 

Example: The simplest example is 

n = 1. r2 = 2 ra = 3 
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t = 24 

Pi = = 2473305080399 P2 = = 4946610160799 P3 = 7419915241199 

t = 1168 

Pi = 115651745559503 P2 = 231303491119007 P3 = 346955236678511 

t = 3099 

Pi = 306689829969599 P2 = 613379659939199 P3 = 920069489908799 

t = 3329 

Pi = 329444236709279 P2 = 658888473418559 Pa = 988332710127839 

t = 3589 

Pi = 355166609545439 P2 = 710333219090879 Ps = 1065499828636319 

t = 3943 

Pi = 390188609483903 P2 = 780377218967807 Ps = 1170565828451711 

t = 4194 

Pi = 415020592491119 P2 = 830041184982239 P3 = 1245061777473359 

t = 4204 

Pi = 416009914523279 P2 = 832019829046559 P3 = 1248029743569839 

TABLE 4.1. Values of t such that pi, and ps are all prime numbers (for ri = 1, 
ra = 2, and = 3) 

and the congruence (4.4) becomes 

lid = 6 (mod 6) 

with the smallest positive solution do = 6. These numerical values, when substituted 

in the formulas (4.7) give 

Pi = —1 + Q!(6 + 6t), P2 = —1 + 01(12 + 12t), p3 = —1 + 01(18 + 18t) 

as the possible expressions for the three primes defining the elliptic Carmichael num

bers. Table 4.1 lists the first few values of t such that all three numbers are primes. 
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Example: For our second example, we take 

n = 1, ra = 2, rs = 5. 

The congruence (4.4) becomes 

17d = 8 (mod 10) 

with the smallest positive solution do = 4. From (4.7) one deduces the corresponding 

primes 

Pi =-H-q!(4 +lot), p2 = —l + Q!(8 + 20t), p3 = —H-Q(20 4-50t). 

Table 4.2 lists the first few values of t such that all three numbers are primes. 

4.2 N —pi---pk 

We can construct elliptic Cannichael numbers with more than three factors by gen

eralizing Proposition 4.1. 

Proposition 4.2. Let N = pi-p2'"pk satisfy the elliptic Carmichael criterion, and 

d = gcd{px + I,... ,Pit + l}. 

Each prime pi = — 1, and the ri are relatively prime in sets of k —I. 

Proof. Note that the elliptic Carmichael criterion can be written here as 

lcm{ri,...,Tfc}) (4.8) 
*-l 2 1 

where nieans we take the sum over all products of the r,'s containing v 

distinct elements. 



t = 577 
Pi = 95205756894863 P2 = 190411513789727 P3 = 476028784474319 

t = 862 

Pi = 142198553422463 P2 = 284397106844927 P3 = 710992767112319 

i = 1184 

Pi = 195292169148383 P2 = 390584338296767 P3 = 976460845741919 

t = 1598 

Pi = 263555389367423 P2 = 527110778734847 P3 = 1317776946837119 

t = 2151 

Pi = 354737903331503 P2 = 709475806663007 P3 = 1773689516657519 

t = 3082 

Pi = 508247705321663 P2 = 1016495410643327 Pa = 2541238526608319 

t = 3645 

Pi = 601079089339343 P2 = 1202158178678687 P3 = 3005395446696719 

t = 4625 

Pi = 762668354592143 P2 = 1525336709184287 P3 = 3813341772960719 

t = 4626 

Pi = 762833241597503 P2 = 1525666483195007 P3 = 3814166207987519 

TABLE 4.2. Values of t such that pi, pj. and 273 are all prime aumbers (for T i  = 
r2 = 2, and = 5) 
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Suppose the n are not relatively prime in sets of A: — 1 elements. Without loss 

of generality, we can suppose the r„ i = 1,... , Ar — 1 are all divisible by s > 1. 

Equation (4.8) implies 

n ( m o d s )  
k-l I 

which proves the proposition. • 

To construct elliptic Carmichael numbers with k factors, we proceed as in the 

construction with three factors. A few key differences are worth noting. We select 

n. • • • relatively prime in sets of fc - 1. Since equation (4.8) is not linear, we are 

not assured of having solutions for any selection of ri,..., r^. To assure a divides d, 

we will tr\' to find solutions to (4.8) of the form q • d, where \<d< lcm{ri,..., rjt}. 

Example: Take 

n = 1, rz = 2, ra = 3, 5, rg = 79. 

The congruence (4.8) becomes 

2262^3 + 930^2 + 1460d + 90 = 0 (mod 2370). 

The smallest v  with d  = a ' V  satisfying the above is 275. The corresponding primes 

are then 

Pi = riQ(275 4- 2370t) — 1. 

Table 4.3 lists the first two values of t such that all five numbers are prime. 
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t = 8256 

Pi = 322634320944409319 

P2 = 645268641888818639 

P3 = 967902962833227959 

P4 = 1613171604722046599 

Ps = 25488111354608336279 

t = 14255 

Pi = 557064564346058999 

P2 = 1114129128692117999 

P3 = 1671193693038176999 

P4 = 2785322821730294999 

Ps = 44008100583338660999 

TABLE 4.3. Values of t such that pi, P2, PS, P4 and PS are all prime numbers (for 
ri = 1, r2 = 2,r3 = 3, r4 = 5, and rg = 79) 
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Chapter 5 

A LIFTING LEMMA AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE 
ELLIPTIC CURVE COMPOSITENESS TEST 

Let E : y^z = + Axz^ + Bz^ be a an elliptic curve over "L/Nli, and let E :y^z = 

x^-\-Axz^+Bz^ be an elliptic curve defined over Q (so ^4,5 € Q, with 4A^+27B^ ^ 0). 

l£A = A (mod N) and B = B (mod N) then we shall say E lies over E or that E lies 

above E. Along these lines, ifQ = {x :y : z) e E{Z/NZ), Q = {x :y : z) E £(Q) 2ind 

if for some u € (Z/iVZ)*, x = ux (mod N), y = uy (mod N), and z = uz (mod iV), 

then we will say Q 6 £^(Q) lies over Q 6 E{ZfNZ). We will abuse notation and 

let \Q\en denote the order of Q 6 E{Z/NZ). In Section 5.1 we will prove a "lifting 

lemma"; that is, we will show if there is a point on a curve defined over Z/iVZ then 

there is a rational point on a curve defined over Q lying above it. 

In Section 5.3 we will examine different ways used in practice to attempt the 

computation of [N + 1]Q (mod N), including an algorithm using division polyno

mials which we recall in Section 5.2. We will show elliptic Carmichael numbers are 

squarefree in Section 5.4. We will also discuss a stronger version of the elliptic curve 

compositeness test [Gor87], and in Section 5.'5, we will use the lifting lemma to prove 

there are no strong elliptic Carmichael numbers. 

Finally, in Section 5.6, we will adjust an argument of [PSW80] and use the lifting 

lemma to find an upper bound for the number of elliptic Carmichael numbers with k 

factors. 

5.1 Lifting Lemma 

In this section we will prove a lifting lemma that will allow additional results about 

the elliptic curve compositeness test. 
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The elliptic curve compositeness test uses rational points of infinite order on el

liptic curves defined over Q. When we lift points from curves defined over Z/JVZ to 

curves defined over Q, we would like to avoid points of E{Q) of finite order. Fortu

nately, the torsion subgroup of E{Q) is well understood. 

Theorem 5.1. Let E : + Ax + B be an elliptic curve with 4, B € Z. The 

group of rational points on E of finite order is finite. If {x,y) ^ O is of finite order, 

then x,y €Z and 

y = 0 or y^\i4A^ + 27B^). 

Proof. See [Cas91, Section 12]. • 

Before proving the lifting lemma, we introduce a bit of terminology. Let E :y^ = 

+ i4r + B be an elliptic curve with A,B £ Z, If fc € Z\{0} is not a perfect 

square, then the elliptic curve ^ = x® + k^B is called a twist of E and 

is isomorphic to E over a quadratic extension of Q. 

Lemma 5.2 (Lifting Lemma). Let 

E :y^z = x^Axz^ Bz^, A,BeZ 

be an elliptic curve with j-invariant j and let N be a positive integer prime to SAg. 

If Q = (x :y : z) £ E{Z/NZ), with y,z £ [ZfNZ)* (where E denotes the reduction 

of E modulo N) then there exist an elliptic curve E'/Q with j-invariant j lying above 

E and a rational point Q £ E' of infinite order such that Q = Q (mod iV). 

Proof. We may assume D := (44^ + 27B®)/108 is an integer divisible by a prime 

number larger than 3. If not, select u = 1 (mod N) such that + 27B^)/108 

is an integer divisible by a prime number larger than 3, replace E with E" : y^z = 

x ^  +  u ^ A x  +  u ® B  ( a n  e l l i p t i c  c u r v e  i s o m o r p h i c  t o  £ ) ,  a n d  r e p l a c e  Q  ( x  : y  : z )  €  
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E{Z/NZ) with (u^x : u^y : z)  6 E"{ZfNZ) (where E" is the reduction of E" modulo 

N ) .  

The main idea of the lemma is to show that a twist of E contains a rational point 

lying above Q. However, we begin by establishing conditions that will ensure the 

rational point lying above Q is of infinite order. 

Our first claim is there exists a prime number q > 6ABDN with 

g = 2 (mod 3) and ~ 

Since D is divisible by a prime number other than 3, we can find an integer c prime to 

12D such that any prime number q congruent to c modulo 12D satisfies (5.1). There 

are infinitely many prime numbers congruent to c modulo 12D: select such a prime 

number q > 6ABDN. 

Since z € {ZINZ)*, we will use afiSne coordinates. Let xq G Z he congruent to 

xz~^ modulo N, and set x„ = XQ + We will  show that there exists an integer vi 

such that 

+ Ar„i + B = 0 (mod q*). (5.2) 

Since q does not divide 4A^ + 27Hensel's Lemma states that we need only show 

the existence of an integer vq such that 

xl^ + Axvo + JB = 0 (mod q). (5.3) 

The prime q is congruent to 2 modulo 3, so the map a (mod q) (mod q) is a 

bijection. Hence each a eZfqZ has a unique "cube root" which we denote Let 

uo € Z such that 

i7o = N~^ [(-B •2~^ + r) + {-B - 2~^ — r) - xo] (mod q), 

where r 6 Z such that r^ = D (mod g). One sees that is a solution to (5.3). Note 

that this is essentially Cardano's formula for solving a cubic. 
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Let vi be an integer that satisfies (5.2). Write xl^ + Axy^ + B = m-D, where 

• denotes a perfect square and m is square&ee. Since y e (Z/NZ)', we must have 

m • • 6 {Z/NZy. It is given that 

+ Ax„i + B = Zq + Axo + B (mod N) 

has a solution, so = m (mod N) and y^ = m~^ (mod N) have solutions. Let s be 

an integer prime to q such that (mod N). Now 

+ Axy^ +B) = (ms^Xv^)^ + m^s^A{ms^Xv^) + m^s^B = m^s® • •  

is a perfect square. 

Let y„i = y/(ms^Xvi)^ + m^s*A{ms^Xy^) + m^s^B. Choose a positive integer u 

p r i m e  t o  q  s u c h  t h a t  u  =  y ^ ^ y z ' ^  ( m o d  N ) .  S i n c e  ( m o d  N ) ,  

= {yvi)~^{yz~^T = (^"*5® • n)"^^ • •) = 1 (mod N). 

Set k — ms^u^ = 1 (mod N) and consider the elliptic curve E' :y^ = j^+k^Ax+k^B, 

a twist  of E. Note k^A = A (mod N), k^B = B (mod N), and kx^^ = Xy^ = xz~^ 

(mod N). Now {kx^^y + k^A^kxy^) -I- k^B = m*s^u^ • • is a perfect square and 

y / +  A : M ( A : x „ i )  +  k ^ B  =  u ^ y ^ ^  =  =  y z ~ ^  ( m o d  A ' " ) .  

Thus we see that the curve E' has the same j-invariant as E and the point Q = 

(A:x„i ,u^y„J € E'{Q) l ies above Q € E{Z(NZ). 

Finally we would like to prove that Q 6 is of infinite order by showing y^^ 

does not divide 4(A:^i4)^ + 27(A:^B)^. Since m is squarefree and both s and u are 

prime to q, q^ does not divide k = ms^u^. If q does not divide k, then q does not 

divide lOSk^D = A{k'^A)^ + 27{k?By and equation (5.2) impUes q'^ divides u^yl^ = 

u^s^k^{x\^ + ATVI +B). KG divides k, then 9® is the highest power of q which divides 

108fc®D = 4(A^A)^ + 27(fc^J5)^, and divides = u^s^k^{x\^ + -hB). Thus 

in. both cases, does not divide 4(fc^A)^ + 27(A^B)^, so by Theorem 5.1, the point 

Q € E'{Q) is of infinite order. • 
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5.2 Division Polynomials 

In this section, we recall some facts about division polynomials for use in Theorem 5.7 

Let be an elliptic curve given by a Weierstrass equation of the form 

y^z = x® + Axz^ + Bz^, A,B with + 273^ ^ 0. (5.4) 

Division Polynomials: We deSne the division polynomials of E as follows: 

V'o(a;,y) = 0 

i)i(x,y) = 1 

^2(ar,y) = 2y 

ipzix,  y) = Zx* + &Ax^ + 125a; — 

^4(x,  y) = Ay{x^ + 5^^"^ + 20Sx' — hA^x^ — AABx — 8B^ — A^) 

^2m+l = rpm+2'^m -{m > 2) (5.5) 

2yill2m = lAm(0m+2^m-l - V'm-2^m+x) > 3). (5.6) 

These division polynomials satisfy the recurrence relation 

i'm+ni'm-n = 

We can use these division polynomials to compute the multiplication by m map 

on an elliptic curve (see [Wil98]). 

Proposition 5.3. If E is an elliptic curve of the form given by (54), P = {x : y : 

1) € -B(Q), and ipn = ipn(x, y), then 

[m]P = I - Vm+i^m^m-1 : — : < 1 -

In [GP9I], the authors use division polynomials to define elliptic pseudoprimes. 

Let £ be an elliptic curve of the form given by (5.4) with complex multiplication by 

an order in Q(>/^) and P = {xq : yo : I) € E{Q) of infinite order. A composite 
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natural number N which satisfies gcd{iV, = 1 and (—rf|iV) = —1 is an elliptic 

pseudoprime for P 6 if 

These polynomials are also used by Gordon in [Gor89j to find a lower bound for 

the number of elliptic pseudoprimes. 

Let E :y'^ = +Ax+B be an elliptic curve with A,B eZ and P = (zo> Vo) € E 

with xo,yo 6 Z. The sequence of integers hi = tpiixo^yo) is an elliptic divisibility 

sequence. In [War48b] and [War48a], Morgan Ward develops the theory of elliptic 

divisibility sequences. The authors of [CC86] use elliptic divisibility sequences to find 

large prime numbers. Here we note a few of the theorems from [War48b] and [War48a| 

that will be useful in proving our results regarding the elliptic curve compositeness 

tests. 

If m divides hg but does not divide /v for r < q, then q is called the rank of 

apparition of m in {h).  

Theorem 5.4. An elliptic divisibility sequence admits every prime p as a divisor. 

Furthermore, the rank of apparition ofp is smaller than 2p + 2. Ifhg+i ^  0 (mod p),  

then 

Ifhg+i = 0 (mod p), then e < 3 and hn = Q (mod p) for all n> q. 

Theorem 5.5. Let p> 3 be a prime which divides neither hi nor hz and let g be the 

rank of apparition ofp. Then there exist s,t € Z/pZ such that 

(yo, iV) = 1 and ^Ar+i(a:o, yo) = 0 (mod N). 

hn=0 (mod p) if and only if n = 0 (mod g). (5.7) 

= s'^thn (modp), (n = 0,1,2,..., e) (5.8) 

(5.9) (mod p), {all positive integers n) 
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Furthermore, the following congruences hold: 

s = (mod p); t = \ (mod p) 
hihg-i hg-2 

= 1 (mod p) 

52 = (mod p); = -hg-ihg+i (mod p). 
^fl+i 

The following theorem is from [War48a]. 

Theorem 5.6. Let {h) be an elliptic divisibility sequence and letp>3 be a prime 

whose rank of apparition in (h) is  g > 3. If j^ is the highest power of p dividing hg, 

t h e n  t h e  r a n k  o f  a p p a r i t i o n  o f p ^  i n  { h )  i s  g  o r  p ^ ~ ' ' g  a c c o r d i n g  a s n < k  o r n >  k .  

5.3 Computing [iV + l]^(mod N )  

The elliptic curve compositeness test requires computing [N + 1]Q (mod N) and 

checking whether or not [i\r+IJQ = O (mod N). There are three different algorithms 

used to accomplish this task; one algorithm is always correct, while the two others 

are approximate. 

Algorithm A Do addition on the curve as though it may be defined over only a 

ring as described in [Len86]. This algorithm always yields the correct output. 

Unfortunately, it is too cumbersome to be practical. 

Algorithm B Use division polynomials as described in the previous section. With 

this algorithm, points which are not the zero point on E[ZfNZ) may be mis

takenly identified as the zero point. 

Algorithm C Compute as though we are over a field (as described in [Sil86}) using 

the affine Weierstrass model for the elliptic curve. This algorithm may also 

mistake nonzero points on E{ZfNZ) for the zero point. 
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Algorithm C is the easiest and the fastest. Computer packages such as PARI have 

built-in functions which quickly find powers of points on an elliptic curve. However, 

there are some drawbacks to this method. Since we are assuming Z/iVZ is a field, 

when we add two points, we have 

Two problems can occur with this procedure when N is composite. The main problem 

is that the zero may not be the only point with N\z3. Thus N may be declared a 

"probable prime" with this algorithm eyen though [N + 1\Q (mod iV) is not the zero 

point on the curve E{Z/NZ). The second problem occurs when 1 < gcd{iV, 23} < N. 

No inverse can be found for 23 (mod N) and the computation does not proceed. Since 

a  n o n - t r i v i a l  f a c t o r  i s  r e v e a l e d  d u r i n g  t h e  p r o c e s s  o f  c o m p u t i n g  [ T V  +  I J Q  ( m o d  N ) ,  

N is declared "composite". However, a difiTerent implementation of this algorithm 

may compute different sub-products of [iV-i- 1]Q (mod N), in which case, it may not 

encounter the subproduct {xi: yi: zi) (mod N) with 1 < gcd{iV, zi} < N. So it may 

occur that a composite N will be declared "composite" using one implementation 

of this algorithm but "probable prime" by another implementation of this algorithm 

that computes different sub-products. (See [Gor87] for a further discussion of this 

difficulty.) 

The authors of [GP91] defined the elliptic compositeness test using Algorithm B. 

The computation of 0Ar+i(x,y) does not depend on the particular subproducts com

puted and expressions (5.5) and (5.6) make it practical by allowing for repeated 

doubling algorithms. However, this algorithm declares : y^+i: ^AT+I) to be the 

zero point of the curve when N divides ZAT+I- Thus when N is composite, it may be 

declared a "probable prime" with this algorithm even though [iV + 1]Q (mod N) is 

not the zero point on the curve E{ZfNZ). 

0 (mod N) if iV|23, 

—, (naod otherwise. 
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5.4 Elliptic Carmichael Numbers are Square&ee 

Let E :y^ + Ax+ B he BJi elliptic curve with A,B €Z and gcd{3A£r, N }  = 1. 

It is known that [Len86, PagelOQ] 

#£;(z/ivz) = iv [J (5.10) 
primes p|iV ^ 

This equation will be useful in proving the following result. 

Theorem 5.7. Elliptic Carmichael numbers for Q(y/—d) are squarefree. If the ellip

tic curve compoaiteness test is defined using Algorithm C (resp. Algorithm B), then 

any composite number N prime to 6 which is declared a "probable prime" for all tests 

with elliptic curves with complex multiplication by QiV—d) and discriminant prime 

to N is cube-free (resp. squarefree). 

Proof. Suppose N is a composite number such that p^ divides N for some prime 

p > 3 and (-rf|iV) = —1. If the elliptic curve compositeness test is defined using 

Algorithm A or Algorithm B then we will find a rational point Q of infinite order on 

an elliptic curve E/Q with complex multiplication by Q(v^^) such that N is not an 

e l l i p t i c  p s e u d o p r i m e  f o r  Q  e E .  

First consider the case that Algorithm A is used to define the elliptic compositeness 

test. Let £?/Q be an elliptic curve with complex multiplication by Q(\/^) such that 

#£'(Z/pZ) > p +1 (see [Len86, Pages 112-113]). Since #^(Z/pZ) > 6, we can find 

a point on E{Z/pZ) whose order is greater than 2. Let ^ = (xro : y^o - zro) 6 

E{Z/pZ) be a point on E{Z/pZ) whose order is greater than 2, so yR^, zn^ € {^jpZ)'  

Equation 5.10 states that #^(Z/p^Z) =p#£'(Z/pZ). Since 

p +1 < #^(Z/pZ) < p +1 + 2-v/p, 

the order of E{Z/pZ) is prime to p. Hence, the abelian group £(Z/p^Z) decomposes as 

E{Z/pZ)®ZfpZ. Lift Ra € E{J,/pZ) to a point R = (xr : yji: zr) € £(Z/p^Z) of the 
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form {Rq, 1) in this decomposition (see [Len86, Page 109]). The point R G E{Zfp^Z) 

has yR, zr € (Z/p^Z)* and has order divisible by p. 

By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there exists Q •= [x : y : z) E E{Z/NZ) 

with y,z e [Z/NZy such that Q = R (mod p^). There exist a curve E'/Q with the 

same j-invariant as E (thus has E' has complex multiplication by Q(>/^)) and a 

rational point Q € E' of infinite order lying above Q € E'{Z/NZ) by Lemma 5.2. 

Since p divides IQIbjv and p does not divide iV +1, the composite JV is not an elliptic 

pseudoprime for Q € E. 

Consider the case that Algorithm B is used to define the elliptic compositeness 

test. Let Q = {x : y : z) € E'iQ) denote the point of infinite order discussed above. 

We will show N is not an elliptic pseudoprime for Q £ E' by showing tpN+i{Q) ^ 0 

(mod p^). 

Let Q be the rank of apparition of p for the sequence {ipm{Q))m€Z+ = (^m)m€Z+-

Note that g is equal to \Q\e'j,, the order of reduced point Q (mod p) on the reduced 

curve E'(Z/pZ), so e is prime to p. Proposition 5.3 states 

[Q]Q = ; ^3^ .  (5j l)  

First we will show the y-coordinate above is relatively prime to p. Since p > 3 and 

y is coprime to p by construction, we need only show 

i'e+zipl-i - ^ 0 (mod p). 

By Theorem 5.5, 

^fl+2^e-i - i>e-2fpl+i = = -4yt^ ^ 0 (mod p). 
s s 

Let Q € E'{Zfp^Z) be the reduction ofQ £E modulo p^. Since the y-coordinate 

of (5.11) is not divisible by p, we have 

[g]Q = ; ̂ 3^ (mod p^). 
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We constructed Q  € E '  s o  that the order of Q € E'{Zlp^Z) is divisible by p. Note q 

is prime to p, so the point [gJQ is not the zero point on the curve ElZlp^Ti). Since 

the Z-coordinate of [q]Q is divisible by and the F-coordinate of is relatively 

prime to p, the X-coordinate of [gJQ must not be divisible by p^. This implies 

^ 0 (mod p^). 

In particular, we see p^ cannot divide ipg. By Theorem 5.6, Vfc = 0 (mod p^) if and 

only if = 0 (mod pg). Since AT + 1 ̂  0 (mod pg), we have tjjN+i ^ 0 (mod p^). 

Finally, we consider the case that Algorithm C is used to define the elliptic com

positeness test. Let iV be a composite number such that p^ divides N for some prime 

p > 3 and (-rf|iV) = —1. Let Q = {x :y : z) € E'(Q) be the point of infinite order 

discussed above. We will show N is not an elliptic pseudoprime for Q e E'. 

When we compute 

+ ] (modJV), 
V Vn+I ^y^AT+l / 

we see that I < gcd{'0^^.i,iV} < N. Hence, N is declared a composite by the elliptic 

compositeness test for Q € E. • 

5.5 There are No Strong Elliptic Carmichael Numbers 

The Lucas-Fermat compositeness test has a strong version which involves computing 

numbers of the form 

If = I (niQji bui; ^(Ar-i)/2*+^ ^ ^ cannot be prime. 

D. H. Lehmer [Leh76] showed that every composite number is declared composite by 

at least one strong Lucas-Fermat test. In other words, Lehmer showed that there are 

no strong Carmichael numbers. 
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Analogously, Gordon [Gor87] defined a strong version of the elliptic curve com-

positeness test which involved computing points of the form 

[(iV + l)/2*]Q (modJV). 

The points of £(Z/pZ) that correspond to —1 € Z/pZ are called 2-division points. 

When an elliptic curve is given by (5.4) the 2-division points have the form (x : 0 : z). 

If [(iV + 1)/2*]Q = O (mod N), but 

[(JV + l)/2'«]0 (mod N) ^ ^ 

then N cannot be prime. 
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Strong Elliptic Curve Compositeness Test for Q eE 

Preliminaries Need E:'^ = x^ + Ax + B an elliptic curve with complex 
multiplication by a point Q € E(Q) of inSnite order (see Ta
ble 2.2 for &camples). Let N > 163 denote the number prime to the 
prime numbers less than 10 to be tested. 

Step 1 Compute (^)  : 

Go to step 2. 

Output: "Could not test". 

ff(7?)=0 Output: "Composite". 

Step 2 Write N +1 = 2' • t, where t is odd. 

S t e p  3  C o m p u t e  [ t ]  •  Q  ( m o d  N ) :  

If [i| • Q (mod N) is 0 
or a 2-division point 

Output: "Probable Prime". 

Otherwise 

I f 2 t < N  +  l  Set V = 2t and 
go to Step 4. Otherwise 

If2t = N + l  Output: "Composite". 

Step 4 Compute [u] • Q (mod N) by doubling previous result: 

If  [v\ 'Q (mod N) is 
a 2-division point 

Output: "Probable Prime". 

I f [ v \ - Q  =  0  (modiV) Output: "Composite". 

Otherwise 

I f 2 v < N '  +  l  Repeat Step 4, 
replacing v with 2v. Otherwise 

If  2v = 1^+1 Output: "Compc^ite". 

A number which is declared a "probable prime" by the strong elliptic curve com

positeness test for Q € £ is called a strong elliptic probable prime for Q e E. A 

composite strong elliptic probable prime for Q € £ is a strong elliptic pseudoprime 

f o r  Q  € E .  
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Proposition 5.8. Let N = pi--'pk be an elliptic pseudoprime for Q £ E, Write 

where the ti are odd. If N is a strong elliptic pseudoprime for Q € E, 

then $1 = $2 — — Sic. 

Proof. Suppose not all the Si's are equal. Without loss of generality we may assume 

Si is the smallest of the Si's and sjt is the largest of the Si's. Write JV + l = 2't where 

t is odd and : j/sk-i ' Since iV is an elliptic pseudoprime for 

Q eE the ti's must all divide t. Now si < Sfc, so 

= (0:1:0) (mod pi) 

= (lo : 0 : zq) (mod pjt). 

We see and Zs^_i are divisible by pi but not by pk, and that ys^_^ is divisible 

by Pk but not by pi. Thus [2*fc~4]<5 (mod N) is neither 0 nor a 2-division point. 

However, [2'''t]Q = (0:1:0) (mod p,) for all i, so (mod N) is the zero 

point. • 

If iV is a strong elliptic pseudoprime for each rational point of infinite order of E, 

then JV is a strong elliptic Carmichael number for E. A strong elliptic Carmichael 

number for Q(\/^) is a strong elliptic Carmichael number for all elliptic curves 

E/Q with complex multiplication by Q(\/^) whose discriminant is  prime to N. 

We can use the properties in the previous sections to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.9. There are no strong elliptic Carmichael numbers for Q{y/^d). 

Proof. Let N be an elliptic Carmichael number for Q(-v/^) that is prime to prime 

numbers less than 10. We will show that there exists an elliptic curve E'/Q with 

complex multiplication by an order of Q(>/^) and a rational point Q of infinite 

order on E' such that N is not a strong elliptic pseudoprime for Q € E'. 
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By Theorem 5.7, N must be square&ee, so N must be divisible by at least two 

distinct primes pi,p2- Since i—d\N) = —1, (—rf|p) = —1 for at least one prime p|iV. 

Without loss of generality, we can assume (—rf|pi) = —1. 

There exists an elliptic curve E : + Ax + B, A, B € Z with complex 

multiplication by Q(N/^) such that the number of points on the reduced curve 

E{Zfp2Z) is at least 12 (see [Len86, Pages 112-113]). Also note that the number 

of points of the reduced curve E{Z/piZ) is pi + 1, so #£?(Z/pxZ) is even and at 

least 12. Recall from Proposition 2.4 the structure of ^(Z/pZ) = Z/mZ ® Z/mnZ 

for p a prime. 

If #E(Z/piZ) is a power of two (and hence at least 32), let Qq = (xqq : yqo : 

zqo) € E{Z/piZ) be a point of order 8. A point of order 8 exists in E{Z/piZ) by 

Proposition 2.4. If #^(Z/piZ) is not a power of two, then let Qq = (xq^, zq^) € 

E{ZIp\Z) be a point of order 2ti, where fi is odd. Again, such a point exists by 

Proposition 2.4. Note that since either way Qo is defined, it is not the zero point nor 

is it of order two, so ^ (2/p2)*. 

If #£'(Z/P2Z) is a power of two, let ^ = (ZRO : yn,̂  : zr̂ ^) € E{Z/p2Z) be a point 

of order 4. A point of order 4 exists in E{Z/p2Z) by Proposition 2.4. If #E(Z/p2Z) is 

not a power of two, then let Rq = (xr^ • yuc ' ̂ Ro) ^ E^Zfp^Z) be a point of order ta, 

where <2 is odd. Again, such a point exists by Proposition 2.4. Note that since either 

way R q  is  defined, i t  is  not the zero point nor is i t  of order two, so ynoi^Ro ^ {Z/pZ)' .  

Thus, we have found Qo = (^Qo • VQo • ^Qo) ^ •S(Z/piZ) and Rq = {xr^ : yn^ : 

Zflo) S E{Z/p2Z) with yQo,ZQo € {Z/piZy, yRo,ZR^ 6 (Z/P2Z)* such that for some 

s > 1, 2* divides the order of one of the points and not the other. 

Let Qi = (i(3i : yg^ : zqJ 6 B(Z/pf Z) and = (xr^ : yn^ : zrJ € E{Z/p'^Z) 

be points lying above Qq € ^(Z/piZ) and Rq € EiZfpzZ), respectively. By the 

Chinese Remainder Theorem, there exists a point Q = (x :y : z) € E(Z/NZ) with 

y, 2 6 (Z/i\rZ)* such that Q = Qi (mod p®^) and Q^Ri (mod P2^). 

Lenama 5.2 states there exists an elliptic curve E'/Q with j-invariant j and a 
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rational point Q of infinite order such that Q £ E' lies above Q 6 E{Z/NZ). The 

elliptic Carmichael number N is not a strong elliptic pseudoprime for Q e E'{Q) by 

5.6 Elliptic Carmichael Numbers with k Factors 

In [PSW80], the authors prove an upper bound for the number of Carmichael numbers 

with exactly k prime factors. In this section, we modify the arguments of [PSW80] 

to prove an upper bound for the number of elliptic Carmichael numbers with exactly 

k prime factors. 

R. D. Carmichael introduced the fimction 

and demonstrated that an odd squarefree composite number is a Carmichael number 

if and only if iV — 1 = 0 (mod A(iV)). We would like to introduce an analogous 

definition for elliptic Carmichael numbers. Let iV be an integer prime to 6. Define 

If iV is a squarefree composite number prime to 6 such that (—dliV) = —1 for all 

d e {1,2,3,7,11,19,43,67,163}, then N is an elliptic Carmichael number if and only 

UN+ 1 = 0 (mod A'(iV)). 

Lemma 5.10. If N is a squarefree integer prime to 6, then 

Proposition 5.8. • 

A(JV)=lcm{p-I:p|iV} 

where Q runs over all rational points 
A'(JV) = 1cm IQIJB^ : on all elliptic curves E/Q with complex 

multiplication such that gcd{iV,3A£:} = 1 

M { N )  =  l c m { A ! { p ) : p \ N } ,  

Proof. This is a consequence of the Chinese Remainder Theorem. • 

Lemma 5.11. I f p  > 3 is a prime number, then A'(p) > y/p.  
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Proof. There exists an elliptic curve E :y^ -\-Ax + B, A,B eZ with complex 

multiplication such that i^E{Z/pZ) > p + 1 (see [Len86, Pages 112-113]). Since 

E(Z/pZ) = ZjmZ^'Llmn'L where m divides gcd{p — 1,i^E{Z/pZ)}, there is a point 

Q = (x : y : z) e E{Z/pZ) whose order \Q\ep is at least y/p. The order of Q is 

greater than 2, so y,  i  € (Z/pZ)*. By Lenmia 5.2,  there exists an elliptic curve E'/Q 

with the same j-invariant as E and a point Q 6 E'{Q) of infinite order Ijdng above 

Q e E{Zlp1).  •  

Let Tk{x) denote the number of elliptic Ceirmichael numbers up to x which have 

exactly k distinct prime factors. 

Theorem 5.12. For any e > 0, 

for large enough i. 

Proof. Clearly the theorem holds for c > l/(2fc), so we will assume e < l/{2k).  Let 

N  b e  a n  e l l i p t i c  C a r m i c h a e i  n u m b e r  w i t h  e x a c t l y  k  d i s t i n c t  f a c t o r s  a n d  x / 2  <  N  < x .  

Note that N has a prime factor p > (x/2)^''*, and iV = —1 (mod A'(p)). Thus, for 

each prime p, the number of elliptic Carmichaei numbers N < x which are divisible 

by p is less than x/(pA'(p)). Hence, 

Tk{x) < x(2*-i)/(2*)+e 

%ix) -  %(x/2) < ^  
p>(x/2)l/* p>(x/2)Vfc 

^{2k-l)f{2k)+€ 

4 
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for all large x. Thus, 

TO < Y, rai • 2-') - rt(i • 2--')} 
\<2^<y/x 

3.(2fc-l)/(2i:)+e 
< v/r + 

< -^/x + 

< y/x + 

2.(2fc-l)/(2fc)+t 

^ 2-'K2*=-I)/(2*:)+<1 

L»>o 

1 
1 - 2-3/4 

33.(2fc-l)/(2*)+e 

< 2.(2*-l)/(2A:)+e 

for all large x. • 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSION 

There are many interesting open problems in this area. The first is to find an uncon

ditional lower bound for the number of elliptic Carmichael numbers. Indeed, demon

strating that large sets of elements of (Z/IZ)' have many subsets whose product is 

—1 modulo L would be significant. 

It would also be of interest to determine the effectiveness of combining the elliptic 

curve compositeness test with other compositeness tests. For instance, a heuristic ar

gument of Pomerance [Pom84] suggests there are infinitely many composite numbers 

which are both Carmichael numbers and elliptic Carmichael numbers. A thorough 

analysis of combining the elliptic curve compositeness tests with other compositiness 

tests may yield a compositeness test which is better than tests currently implemented. 

The elliptic curve compositeness test only uses elliptic curves with complex multi

plication by and is only defined for odd numbers N such that (-rf|A^) = —1 

since there is the simple formula i^E(Z/NZ) = iV -i-1 when AT is a prime number. 

If £? is an elliptic curve with complex multiplication by Q(>/^) and {—d\p) = 1 

or if E is modular (it has been shown that all elliptic curves defined over Q are 

modular [Wil95], [TW95], [CDT99|), then there exists formulas for £(Z/pZ). These 

formulas could be used to define the elliptic curve compositeness test on all elliptic 

curves defined over Q, and we could consider composite numbers which are declared 

"probable prime" by the elliptic curve compositeness test for all rational points on all 

elliptic curves defined over Q. The formulas for #E(Z/pZ) are quite involved and it 

seems unlikely that such composite numbers could be constructed by modifying our 

method. In fact, since #f?(Z/pZ) varies over a large range of integers around p +1, 

it would be of interest to know if any such composite numbers exist. We hope to 



address these questions in futiire papers. 
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Appendix A 

NOTATION 

O Notation and Constants 

Suppose that n is an integral variable which tends to infinity, and x a continuous 

variable which tends to infinity or to zero or to some other limiting value; that <^(n) 

or ^(x) is a positive fimction of n or x. Then 

1. / = 0(<^) means that 1/| < A(/>, where A is independent of n or x, for all values 

of n or X in question. 

2. / = o(0) means that //0 0; and 

3. / ~ 0 means that //0 -> 1. 

4. / -< 0 means //<^ 0, and is equivalent to / = o(0); 

b. f > ̂  means f/<i> oo; 

6. / 0 means Ai<(> < f < A%4>, that is, '/ is of the same order of magnitude as 



Glossary of Notation 

Notation used (and page it is first encountered): 

Notation Refers to Page 
a 16,488,700,536 = 3 • 7 • 8 • 11 • 19 • 43 • 67 • 163 29 

a = b(mod N) N divides b —a 12 
N (mod m) N is not congruent to a square modulo m 26 

Q rational numbers 13 
Z rational integers 13 

QW-d) •fa 4"b'^—d <L,b ^ Q} 13 
iy-\] {fl + b\/—1' Q,,b ^ Z}- 22 

tr trace map from Q(\/—d) to Q 24 
Fp finite field with p elements 20 
#5 number of elements of the set 5 23 

the n-fold Cartesian product of R 19 
R' group of units of a ring R 19 

F(i2) the projective plane over R 19 
V { x )  number of pseudoprimes less than x 17 
L{x) exp(log X log log log x/ log log x) 17 
C{x) number of Carmichael numbers less than x 12 
U{x) number of elliptic pseudoprimes less than x 25 
nx) number of elliptic Carmichael numbers less than x 14 

gcd(a, 6) greatest common divisor of a and b 13 
lcm{a, 6} least common multiple of a and b 

w largest integer less than or equal to t 42 

(a|p) or (j) • Legendre symbol (p is a prime) 13 

ia\N) or (f) Jacobi symbol 13 

(:) number of &-elements subsets of an a-element set 40 

TABLE A.L. Notation, part 1 



Notation Refers to Page 
Ag discriminant of an elliptic curve E 13 

E = Ea,b elliptic curve: y'^z = x^ + Axz^ + Bz^ 19 
E{R) set of points of E over R 19 

O point at infinity of an elliptic curve 20 
P ® Q  sum of points P  and Q on an elliptic curve 20 
[m] -Q multiplication by m map 22 
E/Q elliptic curve defined over Q 14 

T}p natural homomorphism from E{Q) to £(Fp) 20 
End(.E) ring of endomorphisms of E 22 

(p{n) Euler's totient function 33 
u}{n) number of distinct prime divisors of n 34 
A(n) Carmichael's lambda function 40 
7r(z) number of primes less than x 17 

irjx,  y) 33 
irjy; d,  a) 33 
p(g.Q) 37 

pjq) ^  
n{G) 31 

S 33 
B 34 

TABLE A.2. Notation, part 2 
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